Iridium Everywhere

Keeping aircraft connected, efficient and safe in the air, anywhere

Satcom Direct® is a Tier One service provider for Iridium, providing global voice, fax and flight deck datalink communications to business and military aviation. We support single and multiple channel Iridium transceivers, and offer other value added services to enhance your Iridium service experience.

• Iridium's fully meshed orbiting satellite network provides an interconnected L-band "canopy over the Earth".

• Powered by a unique global constellation of 66 cross-linked Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellites, Iridium provides coverage over the Earth's entire surface – including over oceanic and Polar Regions where no other communications are available.

Iridium Everywhere Features

• Voice and data messaging services
• Flight deck datalink solutions available exclusively with FlightDeck Freedom®
• ATS position reporting, available only from Satcom Direct
• Provides coverages over the Earth's entire surface

Iridium Coverage